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ALFRESCO BRINGS PEOPLE AND PROCESS TOGETHER WITH NEW 

SOLUTION INTEGRATION OPEN-SOURCE ECM PLATFORM 

         

By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: Alfresco Software, the leading open-source provider of Enterprise Content Management (ECM) and Business Process Management (BPM) solutions, 

recently announced a major advancement in the integration of content, people and process. Through updates to both Alfresco One and Alfresco Activiti, Alfresco is providing an open approach to meeting a 

company’s digital transformation goals by delivering the flexibility they need to meet evolving business process requirements as well as increasing the value from how content is managed within their 

organization."ECM and BPM are converging into a market we refer to as PCM [Process and Collaboration Management]. Rival vendors vying for share in this new market will be compelled to prove how they can 

help their customers and prospects run their businesses better through process improvements, enhanced collaboration, and easier ways to exploit content and media," 451 Research Analyst Carl Lehmann wrote in a 

recent report. "Alfresco's evolving business strategy is set up to do just that."Leading-edge companies will benefit from tight integration of ECM and BPM solutions that were designed and built to work together. 

For example, processing a loan application for a financial services company involves managing multiple documents from applicants as well as internally created files - all part of a loan-approval process. The Alfresco 

integrated solution brings together process and content into a single solution that simplifies the workflow and improves customer service. It also captures approval flows and relevant content to help a company 

address its compliance requirements."Because every piece of content is tied to a business process and vice versa, an integrated content management and business process solution can deliver great value to enterprise 

and government. Alfresco’s modern and open approach to these solutions has always recognized this critical interdependency," Alfresco provides modern enterprise content management (ECM) and business process 

management (BPM) software built on open standards that enables organizations to unlock the power of their business-critical content. With the controls that IT demands and the simplicity that end users love, 

Alfresco's open source technology enables global organizations to collaborate more effectively across cloud, hybrid and on-premise environments. Innovating at the intersection of content, collaboration and business 

process, Alfresco’s software manages over seven billion documents, powering the daily tasks of more than 11 million users worldwide. Select Alfresco customers include: Amnesty International, Cisco, DAB Bank, 

FOX, NASA, PGA Tour, and Sony Entertainment. Founded in 2005, Alfresco’s U.S. headquarters are in San Mateo, California and European headquarters are in Maidenhead, UK.  Please visit at 

http://www.alfresco.com. 

Julia: a programming language that “walks like python and runs like c” jobs in itc now “require” “coding skills”..The half of the high-paying jobs in information technology now “require” “coding skills” “that many 

may not have”. Leaning and coding in different smart  programming language is a skill that is very much in demand and required in today’s job market. Free, Open Source and Library-Friendly  Julia is a high-

level, high-performance dynamic programming language for technical computing, with syntax that is familiar to users of other technical computing environments. Julia is an emerging star available at 

http://julialang.org/. It provides a sophisticated compiler, distributed parallel execution, numerical accuracy, and an extensive mathematical function library. Julia’s Base library, largely written in Julia itself, also 

integrates mature, best-of-breed open source C and Fortran libraries for linear algebra, random number generation, signal processing, and string processing. In addition, the Julia developer community is 

contributing a number of external packages through Julia’s built-in package manager at a rapid pace. The core of the Julia implementation is licensed under the MIT license. Various libraries used by the Julia 

environment include their own licenses such as the GPL, LGPL, and BSD (therefore the environment, which consists of the language, user interfaces, and libraries, is under the GPL). The language can be built as a 

shared library, so users can combine Julia with their own C/Fortran code or proprietary third-party libraries. Furthermore, Julia makes it simple to call external functions in C and Fortran shared libraries, without 

writing any wrapper code or even recompiling existing code. You can try calling external library functions directly from Julia’s interactive prompt, getting immediate feedback. See LICENSE for the full terms of 

Julia’s licensing. Solving this key business pain point of avoiding to rewrite code in the high-level language is driving the adoption of Julia in finance. It is being used by large hedge fund managers, long-only asset 

management firms, insurance companies and investment banks. Even U.S. regulators are adopting Julia – it is being used at the New York Federal Reserve Bank and the Federal Aviation Administration. 

According to press reports if terms like SQL, Python and JavaScript aren’t on your radar, employers may not be interested in hiring you. However, there is good news for those without coding skills: You can acquire 

these skills without having to study computer science in college — sometimes for free in online MOOCS .Roughly half of the jobs in the top income quartile — defined as those paying $57,000 or more per year — are 

in occupations that commonly require applicants to have at least some computer coding knowledge or skill, according to an analysis of 26 million U.S. online job postings released this month by job market analytics 

firm Burning Glass and Oracle Academy, the philanthropic arm of Oracle focused on computer science education, in Redwood City, Calif. In simple terms, coders write the instructions that tell computers what to 

do; in-demand programming languages include SQL, Java, JavaScript, C# and Python. This high number is thanks, in part, to the fact that it’s not just technology jobs that now require at least some coding 

knowledge, says Alison Derbenwick Miller, the vice president of Oracle Academy. “Computing has become a tool in every industry,” which means that coding knowledge is now needed for workers across fields, she 

says. Indeed, everyone from business people who work with data to designers and marketers who create websites to scientists who conduct research now need at least some coding knowledge. Employers and 

employees — even those who aren’t in the technology field — say the same. “having some knowledge of coding is essential for job seekers these days,” as it can help them understand the tasks of — and work more 

effectively with — other departments, including their tech and engineering teams.  

Linux is thriving .Fedora Linux is the community version of Red Hat Enterprise Linux, or RHEL. Fedora 24 is reportedly comprised of a set of base packages that form the foundation of three distinct editions: 

Fedora 24 Cloud, Fedora 24 Server and Fedora 24 Workstation. Fedora, the latest – Fedora 24 – has arrived. Fedora is a reliable user friendly and powerful operating system. . The Fedora Project has embarked on 

a great journey… redefining what an operating system should be for users and developers. Such innovation does not come overnight, and Fedora 24 is one big step on the road to the next generation of Linux 

distributions. But that does not mean that Fedora 24 is some “interim” release; there are great new features for Fedora users to deploy in their production environments right now! The big change is that Fedora 24 is 

available in three flavours: cloud, server, and workstation. You can get it at  www.fedoraproject.org  . It has several updates. Digital transformation is happening is happening in every sector .Linux is most popular 

operating systems used everywhere be it Smart phone or Tablet or Desktop or Lap Top or servers or cloud or Supercomputers .Linux Unix-like and mostly POSIX-compliant computer operating system assembled 

under the model of free and open-source software development and distribution. The defining component of Linux is the Linux kernel,an operating system kernel first released on 5 October 1991 by Linus 

Torvalds.The Free Software Foundation uses the name GNU/Linux to describe the operating system. Fedora 24 brings with it a number of technical improvements, software upgrades, and under the hood. It’s clear 

that the Fedora developers have been working closely with upstream sources to tightly integrate advances in everything from the kernel to GNOME, Systemd, NetworkManager, and GCC6 which have all been 

forged into a powerful core. However, that’s about where it ends.Fedora (formerly Fedora Core) is an Linux distro . Fedora operating system is based on the Linux kernel, developed by the community-supported 

Fedora Project and owned by Red Hat. Fedora contains software distributed under a free and open source license and aims to be on the leading edge of such technologies.Linus Torvalds , founder of the Linux kernel, 

reportedly uses Fedora on all of his computers .The Fedora Project was created in late 2003, when Red Hat Linux was discontinued. Red Hat Enterprise Linux was to be Red Hat's only officially supported Linux 

distribution, while Fedora was to be a community distribution .Red Hat Enterprise Linux branches its releases from versions of Fedora.Wikipedia definition of A Linux distribution: A Linux distribution often called 

a distro for short is an operating system made as a collection of software based around the Linux kernel and often around a package management system. Linux distributions are available for a wide variety of 

systems, from embedded devices and personal computers up to the powerful supercomputers with specialized functionalities (for example, Rocks Cluster Distribution distribution), or down to small embedded 

systems (for example, OpenWrt distribution). Most distributions come ready to use and pre-compiled for a specific instruction set, while others (such as Gentoo) are distributed in source code form and compiled 

locally during installation.Linux distributions are primarily based on free and open-source software, at least partially; that part includes the Linux kernel and usually a very large collection of software of all sorts. 

They usually come with a graphical user interface, by adapting and packaging free and open-source implementations of one or more of the available windowing systems, the most common being the X Window 

System. Usually, Linux distributions include some proprietary software that may be optional, such as binary blobs required for some device drivers.Because of the huge availability of software, distributions have 

taken a wide variety of forms – including fully featured desktop, server, laptop, netbook, mobile phone, and tablet operating systems, as well as minimal environments typically for use in embedded systems.A Linux 

distribution is most simply described as a particular assortment of application and utility software, packaged together with the Linux kernel in such a way that its "out-of-the-box" capabilities meet most of the needs 

of its particular end-user base. The software is usually adapted to the distribution and then packaged into software packages by the distribution's maintainers. The software packages are available online in so-called 

repositories, on various servers around the world. Beside glue components, such as the distribution installers (for example, Debian-Installer and Anaconda) or the packages management systems, there are only very 

few packages that are originally written from the ground up by the maintainers of a Linux distribution.A typical Linux distribution comprises a Linux kernel, GNU tools and libraries, additional software, 

documentation, a window system, window manager, and a desktop environment. Most of the included software is free software/open-source software which is distributed by its maintainers both as compiled binaries 

and in source code form, allowing users to modify and compile the original source code if they wish. Other software included with some distributions may be proprietary and may not be available in source code 

form. Linux distributions are almost universally Unix-like as described; the most notable exception is Android, which does not include a command-line interface and programs made for typical Linux distributions 

.More than six hundred Linux distributions exist; over three hundred of those are in active development, constantly being revised and improved. There are commercially backed distributions, such as Fedora (Red 

Hat), openSUSE (SUSE), Ubuntu (Canonical Ltd.), and Mandriva Linux (Mandriva), and entirely community-driven distributions, such as Debian, Slackware, Gentoo, Linux Mint, and Arch Linux.The name of 

Fedora derives from Fedora Linux, a volunteer project that provided extra software for the Red Hat Linux distribution, and from the characteristic fedora hat used in Red Hat's "Shadowman" logo. Warren Togami 

began Fedora Linux in 2002 as an undergraduate project intended to provide a single repository for well-tested third-party software packages so that non-Red Hat software would be easier to find, develop, and use. 

The key of Fedora Linux and Red Hat Linux was that Fedora's repository development would be collaborative with the global volunteer community. Fedora Linux was eventually absorbed into the Fedora Project, 

carrying with it this collaborative approach.Before Fedora 7, Fedora was called Fedora Core after the name of one of the two main software repositories - Core and Extras. Fedora Core contained all the base 

packages that were required by the operating system, as well as other packages that were distributed along with the installation CD/DVDs, and was maintained only by Red Hat developers. Fedora Extras, the 

secondary repository that had been included since Fedora Core 3, was community-maintained and not distributed along with the installation CD/DVDs. Upon the release of Fedora 7, the distinction between Fedora 

Core and Fedora Extras was eliminated.Fedora is a trademark of Red Hat, Inc. Red Hat's application for trademark status for the name "Fedora" was disputed by Cornell University and the University of Virginia 

Library, creators of the unrelated Fedora Commons digital repository management software.The issue was resolved and the parties settled on a co-existence agreement that stated that the Cornell-UVA project could 

use the name when clearly associated with open source software for digital object repository systems and that Red Hat could use the name when it was clearly associated with open source computer operating 

systems.Fedora, the latest – Fedora 24 – has arrived with several updates . This release marks the start of the Fedora Next project. The big change is that Fedora 24 is available in three flavours: cloud, server, and 

workstation. Fedora Workstation is a reliable, user-friendly, and powerful operating system for your laptop or desktop computer. It supports a wide range of developers, from hobbyists and students to professionals 

in corporate environments. Focus on your code in the GNOME 3 desktop environments. GNOME is built with developer feedback and minimizes distractions, so you can concentrate on what's important. Skip the 

drag of trying to find or build the tools you need. With Fedora's complete set of open source languages, tools, and utilities; everything is a click or command line away. There's even project hosting and repositories 

like COPR to make your code and builds available quickly to the community. Get virtual machines up and running quickly to test your code on multiple platforms using GNOME Boxes. Or dig into powerful, 

scriptable virtualization tools for even more control. Containerize your own apps, or deploy containerized apps out of the box on Fedora, using the latest technology like Docker. 
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Fedora 24 Cloud: Fedora is on its way to being the best platform for containerized applications, from base Fedora container images to a full-featured platform as a service to run and manage them.It is  reportedly 

packaged  OpenShift Origin so it is easy to deploy. OpenShift Origin is a Platform as a Service system based around Kubernetes, a production-grade container orchestration project. OpenShift Origin is optimized 

for application development and deployment. Origin makes it easy for developers to get started building applications in containers and for operators to manage them.While not shipped in Fedora 24, per se, it have 

new infrastructure for developing container images with applications layered on top of the base Fedora Docker image. Fedora Developers will also see a layered image build service, which provides tools for Fedora 

contributors to start creating and shipping layered container images in Fedora 25 and beyond.The Fedora 24 release includes updated Docker images that you can use as the base of your containerized 

applications.Fedora 22 Cloud provides images for use in private cloud environments, like OpenStack, and Amazon Machine Images (AMIs) for use on Amazon Web Services (AWS), as well as a base image to enable 

creation of Fedora containers. Deploy and run Fedora Cloud in public or private cloud infrastructure, using the industry standard tools cloud-init and OpenStack Heat. Wherever you run your cloud, Fedora is 

ready to go.Fedora 22 gives me the balance I'm looking for — a leading edge operating system with enterprise-level tools for fast provisioning and configuration.” Everything you need, and nothing you don't. The 

Fedora Cloud Base image is smaller, so you can deploy faster. Then use the universe of services and tools in Fedora to customize, so your cloud is right for you. Want easy, scalable app deployment? Fedora Atomic 

Host is optimized and streamlined to run Docker containers out of the box. Whether you're rolling out a handful of containers, or scaling up to meet incredible demand, you can do it with Fedora Atomic Host. Key 

features of Fedora 24 Cloud include: 

Modular Kernel Packaging for Cloud Computing - To save space and reduce "bloat" in cloud deployments, the Fedora 24 Cloud kernel contains the minimum modules needed for running in a virtualized 

environment. Altogether, the Fedora 24 Cloud image is roughly 25 percent smaller than that of previous Fedora releases, enabling faster deployment and increasing available space for critical applications..Fedora 

Atomic Host - This offers the first "Atomic" host for Fedora, which includes a minimal package set and an image composed of only the run-times and packages needed to serve as an optimized host for Linux 

containers. Fedora Atomic Host allows for "atomic" updates as a single unit, simplifying update management and providing the ability to roll-back updates if necessary. Fedora Atomic also includes Google's 

Kubernetes for container orchestration and Cockpit for container management.Fedora 24 Server: Fedora 24 Server edition is more streamlined and introduces more modularity, which will become a major factor in 

future Fedora releases, even as unnecessary packages were removed and the installer has a smaller footprint.FreeIPA 4.3 is a major feature for Fedora 24 Server. FreeIPA is an integrated security information 

management solution. This new version of FreeIPA features simplified replica installation and improved replication technology management. “The simplicity introduced with rolekit and cockpit have made server 

deployments a breeze. What took  a few days on other operating systems It took less than an hour with Fedora 24 Server. It just works says an Linux expert .” Manage your system simply with Cockpit's powerful, 

modern interface. View and monitor system performance and status, and deploy and manage container-based services.The Fedora 24 Server variant reportedly offers a common base platform for running featured 

application stacks, providing a flexible foundation for web servers, file servers, database servers, and even Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) deployments. Fedora 21 Server delivers: Fedora Server is a powerful, flexible 

operating system that includes the best and latest datacenter technologies. It puts you in control of all your infrastructure and services. “The simplicity introduced with rolekit and cockpit have made server 

deployments a breeze. What took me a few days on other operating systems took less than an hour with Fedora 22 Server. It just works.”. Manage your system easily w ith Cockpit's powerful, modern interface. View 

and monitor system performance and status, and deploy and manage container-based services. Server Roles and Rolekit.There's no need to set up your server from scratch when you use server roles. Server roles 

plug into your Fedora Server system, providing a well-integrated service on top of the Fedora Server platform. Deploy and manage these prepared roles simply using the Rolekit tool. Cockpit will be compatible 

between OS releases. Cockpit is a server manager that makes it easy to administer your GNU/Linux servers via a web browser. Easy to use. Cockpit is perfect for new sysadmins, allowing them to easily perform 

simple tasks such as storage administration, inspecting journals and starting and stopping services.No interference. Jumping between the terminal and the web tool is no problem. A service started via Cockpit can be 

stopped via the terminal. Likewise, if an error occurs in the terminal, it can be seen in the Cockpit journal interface.Multi-server. You can monitor and administer several servers at the same time. New Management 

Features - Fedora 22 Server introduces three new technologies to handle the management and installation of discrete infrastructure services..Rolekit provides a Role deployment and management toolkit that helps 

administrators install and configure a specific server role.Cockpit is a web-based user interface for configuring, managing, and monitoring servers, accessible remotely via a web browser.OpenLMI delivers a remote 

management system built on top of Distributed Management Taskforce - Common Information Model (DMTF-CIM), offering scripting management functions across machines, capabilities querying and system 

event monitoring.Domain Controller - One of the roles offered through Rolekit, Fedora 22 Server packages freeIPA's integrated identity and authentication solution for Linux/UNIX networked environments; 

Machines running Fedora 22 Server can now offer centralized authentication, authorization, and account information by storing user, group, host, and other object data necessary to manage network security. 

Fedora 24 Workstation: Fedora Workstation is reportedly designed to offer a smooth experience for general desktop users as well as software developers. Fedora 24 Workstation is designed to offer streamlined 

software installation and experimental Wayland support and it comes with the Dev Assistant tool which will help to efficiently carry out the setup process for a large number of language run-times and integrated 

development environments .New features in Fedora 22 Workstation include: The Fedora 24 Workstation release features GNOME 3.20, with many usability improvements such as easier input device and printer 

settings, a better search interface, shortcut windows for keyboard commands, and more convenient music controls.Flatpak (formerly xdg-app) is another building-block feature, with Software able to track installed 

Flatpaks and adding more features in the future as the technology develops. The Software app has also grown features to provide a full system upgrade directly from the desktop from one Fedora release to the next, 

and the ability to provide labeling as well as reviews of available software.Fedora 24 continues our work on the X replacement, Wayland, a next-generation graphics stack. Although this release will not default to 

Wayland, it includes many improvements and is available as an option for users to try out, and potentially will be the default stack in Fedora 25. Fedora Workstation is a reliable, user-friendly, and powerful 

operating system for your laptop or desktop computer. It supports a wide range of developers, from hobbyists and students to professionals in corporate environments. 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years 

in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help you. 

We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 
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